
Monday, Dec 12, 2016

Pick up: DSQ ISN pg 99

Today you will:

• Review Protein Synthesis Practice

• Cornell notes on mutations ISN pg 111

• Period 3/5-Read Workbook Ch. 8.7

Homework/Planner:         

�Snorks Activity due tomorrow

�Quiz on DNA & Protein Synthesis-Thursday!

PHONES & EAR BUDS away Please!



Mutations



ISN 110-111 Cornell Notes
Gene Mutations
1. Point:

2. Frameshift:

A. Insertion…

B. Deletion…

3. Effects: Explain
A. Negative: bad
B. Neutral: silent
C. Positive…

Xsome Mutations
1. Translocation:
2. Gene duplication:
3. Effects

A. Worse than in 
gene mutations

Q#1 Does a mutation always 

result in a physical 

change? Explain

Q#2 Does a mutation in 

somatic cells affect 

offspring? Sex cells?

Ch. 8.7-Define & Find the answers to Q#1 & Q#2



Gene 

Mutations



Point Mutations

-Occurs at ONE Nucleotide

-May or may not affect the amino acid – because 
there are can be several sequences that code for the 

same amino acid (like on p.244 A.A. Table)



Frameshift Mutations
-When a nucleotide is inserted or deleted �

-this affects every amino acid after the mutation �

-will alter protein so it does not carry out normal function

Normal = THE FAT CAT ATE THE RAT

•Look how the ribosome would read this sentence if 

the “H” in the first “the” was deleted.

•Abnormal = TEF ATC ATA TET HER AT



And what are those traits…?And what are those traits…?And what are those traits…?And what are those traits…?
IS N pg 130-COPY

1. Structural Proteins
(make things)

• determine eye color

• make up muscles, 

tendons, ligaments

• make up hair & 

nails

• make up hormones

� Proteins make possible every activity 
in your body!

2. Functional Proteins                  
(do things)

� control chemical reactions

� control muscle movement

� digests your food

� tell cells when to divide

� carry oxygen in blood

� help cells communicate 

with each other

� antibody proteins protect 

against bacteria & viruses



Chromosome  

Disorders



1. Translocations (piece of xsome breaks off & 
reattached to another nonhomologous xsome)

2. Gene Duplication – one part of  Xsome is 
repeated or doubled

3. Deletions (loss of piece of xsome)
4. Inversions (piece breaks off & flips backwards)
5. Nondisjunctions (xsome fails to separate during 

anaphase ���� too many go one way or too few go 
the other – end up with sperm or egg w/ too 
many or too few Xsomes

Chromosomal Mutations!



Effects of Mutations

1. NEGATIVE = Very few mutations are bad for you.
a) Most inherited genetic diseases are recessive �means person must inherit 2 copies of 

mutated gene to inherit a disorder. 

b) Diseases caused by just one copy of a defective gene are rare ���� Thanks to natural 

selection, these dominant genetic diseases tend to get weeded out over time, because 

afflicted carriers  more likely to die before reproducing.

2. NEUTRAL = Many mutations have no effect at all. These 

are called silent mutations.

3. POSITIVE = Some mutations beneficial. (insects gain 

resistance to pesticides) (actually a mutation that causes 

high bone density = no osteoporosis) Over time, genetic 

mutations create genetic diversity, which keeps populations healthy; 

maybe new genes, new proteins = evolution


